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Drees & Sommer supports automobile manufacturer with the realization of a new 
driving simulation center 

 

In future, subjects participating in selected studies at the new driving simulation center will wear VR 

headsets to simulate the immediate period before entering the ‘vehicle’ allowing more realistic 

immersion in the situation. © BMW Group 

  
Munich, December 17, 2020. The BMW Group has built a new driving simulation center in the 

Munich district of Milbertshofen. As the world’s most advanced facility of its type, it offers unique 

capabilities for the development of highly innovative automotive systems. Drees & Sommer, which 

specializes in consulting for the construction and real estate sector, supported the pioneering 

project from the feasibility study through to its realization – including the development and 

realization of the simulation systems themselves. 

 

The results are impressive: The building is finished and the first simulators are already up and 

running. In full operation, the driving simulation center will allow up to 100 subjects to complete 

their tests each day. 
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Feasibility study delivered early analysis of requirements 

Concept development in the early stages of the project played a key role in ensuring efficient and 

optimized building planning. In order to review, develop and implement the planned driving 

simulation center and satisfy all of the BMW Group’s requirements, Drees Sommer carried out a 

comprehensive feasibility study in 2017. Drees & Sommer project team leader Marc-Peter Thunig 

believes this was the basic prerequisite for the success of the project: “As overall project controller 

with responsibility for the successful implementation of both the technology and construction 

aspects, we cooperated closely with the BMW experts during the study. We also analyzed various 

solutions, identified risks, and assessed the prospects of success. The feasibility study gave the BMW 

Group a sound basis for making decisions on how to realize the innovative new driving simulation 

center within the specified budget and schedule parameters. In addition to the feasibility study, the 

Drees & Sommer experts provided support for project approval as well as design and approval 

planning, allowing the excavators to start work as early as August 2018.  

 

Complex installed systems resulted in changes during construction 

Changes during construction were a particular challenge on the building site. “Normally, all project 

participants plan the steps that are necessary during each day’s work to achieve the finished building 

as planned,” explains Thunig. “The primary goal is to initiate communication between the individual 

trades at an early stage – particularly between planners and engineers and the local tradespeople on 

site – and to carry out overall process analysis and develop an associated process plan.” Changes at 

short notice can easily disrupt the schedule and budget. But not in the case of this project: The 

integration of the simulators – which were developed in strict accordance with BMW requirements 

while construction of the building was already underway – also resulted in changes at short notice 

during construction. “Changes to the interface requirements of installed systems during the 

construction phase required modifications to the building physics as well as to structural and BSE 

planning,” says Drees & Sommer project manager Thomas Hannemann. Despite these changes, 

professional Change Management, Lean Design and Lean Construction made it possible to respond 

quickly and complete the building on time and within the overall project budget. This was made 

possible by intensive cooperation between the various disciplines and the professional support of 

the Drees & Sommer automotive team. 

 

More information:  

BMW Group press release: BMW sets new benchmarks for driving simulation 

https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/deutschland/article/detail/T0320021DE/bmw-group-setzt-neue-massstaebe-bei-der-fahrsimulation-nextgen-2020-bietet-exklusive-einblicke-vor-inbetriebnahme-des-neuen-fahrsimulationszentrums
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* * * 

Drees & Sommer: Innovative Partner for Consulting, Planning, Construction and Operation. 

As a leading European consulting, planning and project management company, Drees & Sommer has 

been supporting private and public sector clients and investors in all aspects of real estate and 

infrastructure – both analog and digital – for 50 years. Through pioneering consulting, the company 

offers solutions that deliver successful buildings, high-yield portfolios, efficient infrastructure, and 

livable cities. Divided into interdisciplinary teams, the company’s 4,000-odd employees at 46 regional 

offices worldwide support clients from a wide range of industries. The Partner-managed company 

delivers all services on the understanding that economy and ecology must be combined. At Drees & 

Sommer, this sustainable approach is called ‘the blue way’. 


